To find the book you want, start with Keyword Search.

Write down the full call number. Our call number is KU 856 .G53 2011.

Books in the Library are organised by call number and are grouped together by subject area.

To find the right area in the library, look at the letter or letters at the beginning of the call number.

Read the call numbers on each shelf from left to right; like a page in a book. The numbers increase as you read across the shelf.

To find books starting with KU, you'll need to look at the signs on the end of each row of books. These signs give us the call number range of books on those shelves. To find our call number, we need to look between JX and LA.

Now that you've located the books marked KU, you'll need to look at the numbers after the letter or letters. In our case, 856. This number is read as a full number - so 856 comes between 716 and 956.

Now that you have the number, you'll need to look for the letter and number after the dot or decimal point. These are in alphabetical, and then numerical, order.

Found it!